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SUMMARY
While people may feel overwhelmed by coronavirus news, they still want – and
need – information about the crisis.1 Solutions journalism may be a way to provide
relevant information while minimizing the potentially negative consequences of news
consumption.2 In this study, the Center for Media Engagement tested the effects of
exposure to coronavirus news headlines and images on Facebook.
We found that reading headlines that were positive or were focused on solutions
to problems relating to coronavirus, rather than negative developments about the
pandemic, made participants less anxious and more willing to “like” the news posts on
Facebook. Similarly, when the images that accompanied the headlines were graphic
– showed a coronavirus patient covered in protective gear or a body bag – people felt
more anxious than when they viewed images that were not graphic.3 Participants who
viewed posts with images without a body bag or patient were also less inclined to blame
Chinese immigrants for the spread of the coronavirus in the U.S. than those who viewed
posts with graphic images.
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THE PROBLEM
The coronavirus pandemic has intensified an already troubling trend: News coverage tends
to focus on the negative. This negativity can overwhelm and exhaust news consumers.
According to a 2019 report from Reuters Institute, about a third of people (across 38
countries) deliberately avoid the news.4 One of the most common reasons for this is that
the news negatively affects their moods. The coronavirus crisis has amplified this issue. The
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) even recommends that people take
breaks from coronavirus news coverage to protect their mental health.5 What’s more, the
coronavirus emerged in the Hubei province of China – and when the virus spread to the U.S.,
it led to a wave of racism directed at Asian Americans.6
We wanted to find out how newsrooms can help the public stay informed without making
them feel overly anxious. One possible method is to use solutions journalism. Previous
research from the Center for Media Engagement shows that solutions journalism can
increase readers’ self-efficacy, perceived knowledge, and desire to engage with the issue
being covered.7 Our research has also shown that it can increase readers’ positivity and
intentions to engage and improve perceptions of article quality.8
This study, funded by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation and Democracy Fund,
tested the effects of exposure to coronavirus news headlines and images on Facebook.
Participants were shown one of the following types of headlines:
• Negative: mentioning a negative development relating to the pandemic
• Positive: mentioning a positive development relating to the pandemic
• Solutions-oriented: mentioning a possible development relating to the pandemic and a
specific solution that contributed to it
Each image was either graphic (depicted a coronavirus patient covered in protective gear or
a body bag) or not graphic.
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KEY FINDINGS
Compared to negative headlines, solutions headlines and positive headlines on Facebook
posts:
• Made participants feel less anxious
• Made participants more likely to say they would “like” the post on Facebook
Compared to graphic images, non-graphic images on Facebook posts:
• Made participants feel less anxious
• Made participants perceive the risks of coronavirus to be lower
• Made participants less inclined to blame Chinese immigrants for the spread of the
coronavirus in the U.S.
None of the types of headlines or images influenced the participants’ trust in the news,
intentions to read the full articles, or desire to take breaks from the news.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NEWSROOM
Newsrooms may at times be tempted to trend toward stories that emphasize potential
danger or conflict, believing that these stories are more likely to make people pay attention.
Our study shows that this may backfire, leading to negative effects for the news audience.
In this experiment, seeing a positive or solutions headline on a Facebook post about a
coronavirus news story made readers feel less anxious and more willing to “like” the
Facebook posts. Similarly, viewing an accompanying photo that did not show a coronavirus
patient or a body bag led to less anxiety.
There was no difference between the effects of a solutions headline and a positive headline.
In this study, positive headlines described a positive development related to the coronavirus
crisis (for example, “Coronavirus Infection Rate Plummets in Ecuador, Here’s the Latest”).
Solutions headlines conveyed the same information but also mentioned a specific solution
(for example, “Coronavirus Infection Rate Plummets in Ecuador, Thanks to Face Masks”).
It might be that briefly mentioning a solution in a headline – the only type of text included
in this experiment – is not enough to affect readers. If participants had viewed the entire
article, the results may have been different. Even though solutions headlines had the same
effects as positive headlines, the solutions headlines included additional information that
might help better inform readers.
While our findings support using non-graphic images to lessen anxiety, the implications
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related to participants’ risk perception are less clear. We found that participants who
viewed graphic images perceived the risks of coronavirus to be higher than those who
viewed non-graphic images. However, it’s not clear exactly how high the risks should be
perceived. While the risks should be taken seriously, newsrooms may not want to add undue
stress to readers. An important take-away from this finding is that subtle choices made
by newsrooms – such as using a graphic photo with a body bag or using one without – can
directly influence news consumers’ perceptions of risks related to coronavirus.

THE EXPERIMENT
A total of 492 participants9 were shown a series of four Facebook posts about coronavirus
news. They were randomly assigned to see posts that featured headlines that were
negative, positive, or solutions-oriented. The posts they saw had photos that were classified
as either graphic (showing a body bag or a coronavirus patient) or non-graphic (not showing
a body bag or patient). After viewing the posts, participants answered questions about how
the posts affected them.

HEADLINE AND IMAGE EXAMPLES
Solutions

Positive

Negative

Image: Graphic

Image:
Non-Graphic

Note: Participants were randomly assigned to see one of these Facebook posts – and three more with the same
type of headline and type of image.
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The differences between the positive and negative headlines were subtle. In the example
shown above, the positive headline focused on the infection rate in Ecuador (which was
falling at the time), while the negative headline focused on the total number of infections
(which was rising). Both headlines were true at the time.
The solutions headlines mentioned the same positive development as the positive
headlines but also mentioned a specific solution that had contributed to it (face masks,
in the example above). The headlines of the three remaining posts described coronavirus
developments in Italy, the U.S., and the world more broadly – and they differed in the same
ways as in the example above.10 The images used in the three remaining posts all showed
healthcare workers at work. In all cases, the graphic versions included a body bag or a
coronavirus patient in the picture, while the non-graphic versions did not.

THE EFFECTS OF SOLUTIONS AND POSITIVE HEADLINES
Overall, the solutions and positive headlines had the same effect on perceptions of anxiety
and willingness to “like” the posts, compared with the negative headlines.
Reduced anxiety
Participants who viewed solutions headlines or positive headlines felt less anxious than
those who viewed negative headlines in posts.11

ANXIETY IN RESPONSE TO HEADLINE
7

Solutions Headline

6

Positive Headline

5

Negative Headline

4

3.21

4.31
3.13

3
2
1
Anxiety

Data from the Center for Media Engagement
Notes: Negative headlines differed significantly from positive headlines and from solutions headlines, at p <
.001. Positive headlines and solutions headlines did not significantly differ. Ratings are on a 1 to 7 scale, where 7
indicates greater anxiety.
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Increased willingness to “like” the posts
Participants who were shown solutions headlines or positive headlines said that they were
more likely to “like” these posts than those who saw negative headlines.12

WILLINGNESS TO “LIKE” THE POSTS ON FACEBOOK
7
6
5

4.33

4.19
3.5

4
3
2
1
Solutions Headline

Positive Headline

Negative Headline

Data from the Center for Media Engagement
Notes: Negative headlines differ significantly from positive headline and from solutions headlines at p < .001.
Positive headlines and solutions headlines did not significantly differ. Ratings are on a 1 to 7 scale, where 7
indicates greater intention to like a post.

THE EFFECTS OF GRAPHIC IMAGES
We also found that images that included a body bag or a coronavirus patient in protective
gear – which we considered graphic images – influenced people differently than those
without.
Graphic images increased anxiety
Those who saw Facebook posts with graphic images felt more anxious after viewing the
post, compared to those who saw similar posts with non-graphic images.13
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ANXIETY IN RESPONSE TO IMAGE
7

Graphic Image

6

Non-Graphic Image

5

3.79

4

3.31

3
2
1
Anxiety

Data from the Center for Media Engagement
Notes: Anxiety was significantly higher among those who saw Facebook posts with graphic images than among
those who saw Facebook posts with non-graphic images, p < .01. Ratings are on a 1 to 7 scale, where 7 indicates
greater anxiety.

Graphic images increased the perceived risk of coronavirus
Two types of risk were assessed: the risk of becoming infected with coronavirus and the
risk of dying from a coronavirus infection. 14 Participants who saw posts with graphic images
perceived both types of risk to be greater than those who saw posts with non-graphic
images.15

PERCEIVED RISK OF CORONAVIRUS
7

Graphic Image

6

Non-Graphic Image

5
4

3.92

3.6

3.72

3.37

3
2
1
Risk of getting infected
with COVID-19

Risk of dying from a
COVID-19 infection

Data from the Center for Media Engagement
Notes: For both types of risk, the differences between those who saw graphic images and those who saw nongraphic images are significant at p < .05. Answers ranged from 1 to 7 where 7 indicates greater perception of risk.
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Graphic images increased inclination to blame Chinese immigrants for the spread of the virus
Research in social psychology has found that people tend to become more prejudiced
when they feel angry or under threat.16 We tested the implications of this in the context of
the coronavirus crisis by asking participants how much they agreed with three statements
regarding blaming Chinese immigrants for the spread of coronavirus in the U.S. Findings
show that participants who viewed graphic images were more inclined to blame Chinese
immigrants for the spread of the virus than those who viewed non-graphic images.17

INCLINATION TO BLAME CHINESE IMMIGRANTS FOR THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS IN THE U.S.
Graphic Image

7

Non-Graphic Image

6
5
4

3.47

3.09

3
2
1

Data from the Center for Media Engagement
Notes: Inclination to blame Chinese immigrants for the spread of coronavirus was significantly higher among
those who saw Facebook posts with graphic images than among those who saw Facebook posts with nongraphic images, p < .05. Ratings ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
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METHODOLOGY
Participants were recruited through CloudResearch, a platform that provides access
to participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk and aims to ensure higher-quality
responses.18 Each participant saw Facebook posts from a fictitious news organization
sharing an article. We tested three different types of headlines (negative, positive,
solutions) and two different types of photos (graphic, non-graphic). There were a total of six
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Negative headline/graphic image
Negative headline/non-graphic image
Positive headline/graphic image
Positive headline/non-graphic image
Solutions headline/graphic image
Solutions headline/non-graphic image

Participants were randomly assigned to one of these conditions and saw a total of four
Facebook posts that fit their assigned condition. After each post, they were asked how
likely they would be to “like” the post if they saw it on Facebook and how likely they would
be to click on it to access the full article. After seeing all four stories, participants were
asked about their level of anxiety, inclination to blame Chinese immigrants for the spread of
coronavirus in the U.S., and their perceived risk of becoming sick or dying of the virus.
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PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
N = 492
Gender
Male
Female
Other

67.5%
31.9
0.6

Race / Ethnicity
White/Caucasian

69.7

Black/African-American

21.7

Asian/Pacific Islander

4.7

Other/Multiracial

1.8

Native American/Alaska Native

1.6

Prefer Not to Respond

0.4

Hispanic/Latino/Latina
Yes

27.9

No

71.1

Prefer Not to Respond

1.0

Age
21 to 29

20.3

30 to 49

64.4

50 to 64

12.6

65 and above

2.6

Education
High school or less
Some college but no degree

8.3
10.4

Associate’s degree

5.3

Bachelor’s degree

53.3

Master’s degree or more

22.7
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Household Income
Less than $30,000

14.3

$30,000 to $49,999

28.1

$50,000 to $74,99

29.9

$75,000 to $99,999

16.5

$100,000 or more

11.2

Political Affiliation
Democrat

44.2

Republican

41.3

Independent

13.8

Other

0.6
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